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Karl Maurer Translation Prize Winner 
Last semester kicked off our first poetry contest in 

honor of the late Dr. Maurer. Contestants were to translate 
Propertius’ Carmen 3.21 and had from October 1, 2017-
March 1, 2018 to submit their translations. The judges 
(faculty of the department) are happy to announce that the 
very first winner of the Karl Maurer Poetry Contest is 
Diego Brand! Diego will receive $250 and a copy of The 
Complete Poems of Cavafy, translated by Rae Dalven—a 
collection that Dr. Maurer particularly enjoyed.  

You can read a snippet of his translation below. 
Check out udallas.edu/classics under ‘Classics News’ to 
read the full version. Congratulations, Diego! 

Carmen 3.21 
Translated by: Diego Brand 

A mighty journey must I make to learnèd Athens, 

   so distance may relieve love’s weight. 

By gazing ardent grows my passion for the girl: 

   love’s own best food is love itself. 

I’ve tried all things by which it might be driven off, 

   the god though presses from all sides.  

Scarce once does she permit me, having oft denied: 

   even then, still dressed, she takes bed’s edge… 

Translation Contest Winners 

Congratulations to junior Irene Carriker and 
freshman Amelia Brown, who placed in the Eta Sigma Phi 
Maurine Watkins Sight Translation Contests. Irene was 
awarded $175 for both 1st place in the Advanced Greek 
Translation Contest and 2nd place in the Advanced Latin 
Prose Composition. Amelia won $40 for placing 3rd in the 
Intermediate Latin Translation Contest.  

We also had students who participated in the 
CAMWS Advanced Latin Translation Contest. Many 
congratulations to juniors Patrick Callahan, Irene Carriker, 
and Thomas Hogan, who received book awards, and to 
Jacquelyn Lee and Sean Mangan, who were awarded 
certificates of commendation! 

Vox Antiqua: The Art of Ancient Recitation 
& Joe’s Odyssey 

What would it have been like to pronounce and to  

hear the ancient languages we eagerly study? On Friday, 
April 13th, the Classics Department along with Classics 
Club hosted an event entitled, “Vox Antiqua: The Art of 
Ancient Recitation” with guest speakers, Dr. Jerise Fogel 
from Montclair State University and Dr. Andrew Becker of 
Virginia Tech, along with Joe Goodkin, who performed his 
Odyssey, to give us a glimmer of spoken Greek and Latin. 

The symposium started off with Dr. Fogel, who 
had us sing the Epitaph of Seikilos, using the different 
pitches and accents. Dr. Becker then led us through the 
conversation that poets, such as Frost and Auden, had with 
Catullus and Horace regarding Latin meter. Finally, 
accompanied by his guitar, Joe closed out the night with 
his twenty-four compositions that reflect all twenty-four 
books of Homer’s Odyssey; afterwards, he opened the floor 
up to conversation on anything pertaining to the epic and 
Classics in general. 

  
Joe beginning with his invocation, “Who Am I.” 

This tri-partite evening was meant to orient 
ourselves orally and aurally to the presented texts, putting 
into practice the way in which our ancestors engaged with 
great works. Hopefully, this event will be the first of many!  

A Vergilian Afternoon  
Come delight in the senior theses presentations 

next Friday, May 4th at 3:30 pm. Topics will range from a 
mapping of the underworld according to Vergil to the 
bucolic tradition in Theocritus and Vergil to Proba’s Cento 
and her inspiration from Vergil to human sacrifice in 
Aeschylus’ Agamemnon to more Vergil. A reception is to 
follow, to which all are welcome. Location TBA.  
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Alumnus Spotlight 
Jim Motes graduated from UD in 1999 with a double major in Classics (Latin 
concentration) and Drama, and then from the University of Massachusetts in 2001 with 
a Master of Arts in Teaching in Latin and Classical Humanities.  After teaching Latin 
and directing plays and musicals for eleven years in Guilford, CT, Jim earned his Sixth-
Year Certification in Administration and left teaching to become the Principal of 
Classical Magnet School in Hartford, CT.  Three years later, Jim returned to teaching 
and directing in Old Lyme, CT, but with a new passion for speaking and learning Latin 
as a living language.  He serves as the Coquus (“Master Chef”) of the Rusticatio Tironum 
program for SALVI. 
 

The Only Constant Is Change 
By Jim Motes, MAT, Guest Contributer 

“Everything Old Is New Again” could easily be a 
different translation of Heraclitus’ πάντα χωρεῖ καὶ οὐδὲν 
µένει: “everything changes and nothing stays still,” or more 
loosely “the only constant is change.”  Peter Allen used 
these words as lyrics in 1985, but I remember them from 
the Barenaked Ladies song of the same title.  Interestingly 
enough, this old phrase shows up again and again in new 
formats.  (I like the meta-nature of that!) 

Being born in Connecticut, in the heart of “Damn 
Yankee Land” as my friends would say, I took a huge leap 
traveling across the country to attend college in Dallas, 
Texas.  I gave up beautiful fall foliage, snow days by the fire, 
and being near every friend and family member I knew in 
order to experience the wider world and see something 
different.  Throughout my life, I found that those risks, 
those experiences with something new were in fact just a 
reinvigoration of past wisdom, starting with the rich Core 
Curriculum I experienced at UD. 

After leaving UD and getting certified to teach 
Latin, I spent the next decade teaching Latin to high school 
students in just the same way that I had learned: skill and 
drill, reading the great literature, and talking mostly in 
English about what people had said in Latin thousands of 
years ago. I valued my students’ ability to memorize 
vocabulary and paradigm charts, but while we were talking 
about the language we were never really communicating with 
the language. 

After eleven years, I became bored with teaching 
Latin.  The language and culture that had so fascinated me 
with its literature, its politics, its rhetoric, and its mores—I 
saw no value in continuing to teach it; I felt there were better 
things out there for me to do.  And so…I became a 
principal.  It was a hard change, and it was an exciting 
change, but it was nothing like I had anticipated. 

When I returned to teaching, I expected to fall back 
into the quizzes, charts, skills, and drills, forever and ever, 
Amen. But in my new school, I was told that Latin was con- 

sidered equal to other world languages, and was therefore 
taught to be spoken and communicated with.  I was 
expected to measure students according to how well they 
understood and could be understood, and I had to change 
my teaching style completely. 

I found myself thrown into a new world, that 
returned to its origins: spoken Latin.  I discovered dozens 
of resources on Comprehensible Input, and scores of 
opportunities to use and create Latin—not just read and 
regurgitate—in my classroom and in my own time.  

Halfway through my first year of trying to change 
everything, I knew that I needed outside guidance from 
those who had made this leap into the past.  I researched 
several opportunities, including the Conventiculum 
Lexingtoniense, Conventiculum Bostoniense, and Living Latin in 
Rome programs.  But I found myself drawn to West 
Virginia and the Rusticatio Tironum, where I spent ten days 
fully immersed in the language, using the old tongue to 
express new ideas; communicating about age-old ideas 
with brand-new friends.  And there weren’t just teachers 
and professors attending, but priests, lawyers, even a 
playwright!  I returned for a second helping the following 
year and am now planning the menu as the Coquus for the 
upcoming session. 

It is easy to become complacent in our lives, 
especially with the technology around us to make life less 
challenging, and more predictable.  We seek the familiar, 
the comfortable, and the supportive in order to keep safe.  
But through our Classical education, we are driven to rise 
above and seek the better; we are pushed to find a way new 
to us, yet a way well-travelled by those before us.  The Core 
Curriculum at its heart succeeds so well in that we learn 
from the Greats those things that made them the Greats, 
and we hope to become a little greater in doing so.  
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